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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Welcome to our monthly Wildlife Center Classroom Series! 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Ready for class! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
http://www.naturenorth.com/spring/sound/Gray_Treefrog.mp3 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Just helped a turtle cross the road. Now, bring on the frogs! 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Those Dave's and Davids are pretty funny. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Here's BC 
 
Comment From sue in Maine  
hi AA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.naturenorth.com/spring/sound/Gray_Treefrog.mp3
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
As many of you know, we keep our eye out for “wildlife holidays”. Vulture Awareness Day, World Turtle 
Day, Snake Day, Bald Eagle Day, Squirrel Appreciation Day, etc. So when I saw that Saturday, April 25 is 
“Save the Frogs” Day … well, I figured maybe we’d have a class on frogs … and toads! 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
I love frogs! 
 
Comment From GN  
I haven't recovered from last night's book club. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Well, buck up, buddy and get ready for a toadally awesome, ribbiting class! 
 
Comment From sue in Maine  
ooooh....ribbiting..... 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Great idea! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So what’s the deal with “Save the Frogs” Day? 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Well, it started in 2009, with Dr. Kerry Kriger, a researcher and scientist. Dr. Kriger says that “there was 
little to suggest that our society was on the path to saving threatened frogs or other amphibian species. 
Few people knew frogs were disappearing and there was no movement to avert an impending 
environmental disaster”. 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
I'm ribbited .... 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
They are Disappearing 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So, Save the Frogs Day was started as an outreach education effort to get people talking about frogs! 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I knew they were disappearing. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
People don't think about frogs too often. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Okay, before we get too far … why “save the frogs” and not “save the toads”? Or “save the frogs and 
toads?” What’s the difference, anyway? 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
skin, temperature, habitat 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Frogs are cuter??? lol 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Frogs and toads are both in the order Anura. Let’s go back to Biology 101 … anyone remember the 
taxonomic classification system? 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Yes 
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Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Frogs live in water, toads on land. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Awww, rejoyce. Don't say that 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
HUH? 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Biology 010 was a looooong time ago. 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Sorry..... 
 
Comment From ▼Dave in Missouri▼  
Anthropomorphism! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So, we’re dealing with the Class Amphibia … Order Anura. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
From a taxonomic perspective, there actually is no difference between frogs and toads! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
All animals in this order are “frogs” … so, in a way, toads are frogs. Now, once you get down into the 
family level, things are defined a little bit more … sorta. Kinda. 
 
Comment From Amanda - Bellevue, NE  
And they are Chordates 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
But they don't breed together 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The family Bufonidae are known as the “true toads”. There’s also a “true frog” family – Ranidae. And 
there are more than a dozen other families too. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Growing up we called them all toadfrogs. Guess we weren't too far off! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
True! 
 
Comment From ▼Dave in Missouri▼  
They sure make a lot of noise! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
In GENERAL, frogs are typically known for their long, powerful back legs and their moist, smooth skin. 
They are more closely associated with water, although water plays an important role in the lives of all 
amphibians. Some of the “classic” frogs include: 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
American Bullfrog. Photo property of Virginia Herpetological Society 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
Green Frog. Photo property of Virginia Herpetological Society 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
One of my favorites: 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
Gray Treefrog 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
How sweet! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
Pickerel Frog. Photo property of Virginia Herpetological Society 
  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
In GENERAL, toads are typically known for being more short and squat, with drier, bumpy skin. They 
stray a little farther from water, and the toad’s hind legs are more proportionate to the toad’s body. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
One distinctive feature of toads is the parotoid gland, located behind the eye, that secrets a toxin. It’s 
harmless to humans, but excellent defense for deterring hungry predators. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Some classic toad species include: 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
American Toad. Photo property of Virginia Herpetological Society 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
Fowler's Toad. Photo property of Virginia Herpetological SocietyComment From CarolinaGirl  
Love tree frogs. Especially their sounds at night outside my windows. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Remember that cool tiny frog ya'll operated on. 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Like that one. 
 
Comment From ▼Dave in Missouri▼  
Awesome pictures! 
 
Comment From janeinstpetefl  
Tree frogs are tiny but can the ever croak big time! 
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Comment From rejoyce  
Lots of bumps!!! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So, just when you think, “okay, well, it sounds like frogs and toads are different” … remember these are 
gross generalizations. There are so many exceptions to this human-imposed “rule” – there are non-toad 
frog species that have rough bumpy skin, or toads that are slimy and look “more like frogs”. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Take a look at this guy: 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
Panamanian Golden Frog. Wikimedia commons. 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Love that color!!! 
 
Comment From ▼Dave in Missouri▼  
Wow, beautiful! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
This guy even has “frog” in his common name … but he belongs to the Bufo family … the true toads! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So, the real answer to “what’s the difference between frogs and toads” is: “it’s complicated!” 
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Comment From rejoyce  
Sounds like it! 
 
Comment From ▼Dave in Missouri▼  
But it looks like a frog! 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Someone was partying while they classified these guys. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I think some of it stems from the fact that we still continue to learn so much about the biology of these 
guys -- so we're constantly discovered species distinctions and re-classifying. Even as some of them are 
dying out. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Bottom line: Don’t get caught up in semantics … “Save the Frogs” covers all of these species, and is no 
doubt more easily understood than “Save the Anurans”. :) Let’s just save the amphibians! 
 
Comment From Guest  
How many conservation programs were implemented? 
 
Comment From Amanda from Bellevue  
As a result of Save the Frogs Day that is 
  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
That's a good question -- I didn't encounter updated stats from "Save the Frogs". Several years ago they 
had already extended to 1,400 educational events in 59 countries ... so I'm guessing more, by now! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So what are the basics? And why are frogs (and toads) so cool? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
“Amphibian” actually means “two lives”, to reflect on the very different places that these animals utilize 
in their lives. Since frogs and toads spend part of their lives in water, and part on land, in many ways, 
they lead two different lives. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Many of us are familiar with the way our common toads and frogs start out in life – as an egg, which 
hatches into a tadpole. They look quite different from adults of their species! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
Photo property of Virginia Herpetological Society 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
At this time of year (depending on where you live), you might find frog eggs in bodies of water – ‘tis the 
season! 
 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Wood frogs are some of the most prolific breeders out there – their average clutch size is 1750 eggs! 
They are known as “explosive” breeders, and their pile of eggs can be 10 feet wide! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
Photo property of Virginia Herpetological Society 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Wow! 
 
Comment From ▼Dave in Missouri▼  
Very cool! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Once hatched, tadpoles have tails to navigate through water, and breathe through gills. As they mature, 
they start growing legs and arms – and lungs! 
 
Comment From sue in Maine  
very interesting..... 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The metamorphosis from tadpole to frog can take weeks … to YEARS! While many frogs grow up quickly, 
our friend the bullfrog can take up to TWO years to mature into a frog! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
fascinating 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Two years???? 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Isn't that crazy! I just learned that myself, this year. I have a "dog pond" at my house, and have had 
toads and frogs hang out there ... last year we discovered tadpoles. But by July ... still tadpoles! My 
husband and I thought they were weird mutant tadpoles, but ... nope! Likely just bullfrogs. 
 
Comment From ▼Dave in Missouri▼  
Thats a long time to survive! 
 
Comment From Amanda - Bellevue, NE  
That's a long time. A lot time for predators to take them out. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
That length of time is bad for them. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
They are vulnerable, right? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Right, that can be the risk! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
One evolutionary advantage to this lifestyle is that it’s a relatively low investment to lay a bunch of eggs 
– you can, in theory, have a lot of offspring without a lot of investment. Because the lifestyle of a 
tadpole is so different from an adult frog, the young and the adults are also not competing with one 
another for food sources. 
 
Comment From Amanda - Bellevue, NE  
How many of those tadpoles make it to adulthood? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
That's a good question! I don't know exactly, but my guess is pretty low -- usually the more eggs/young 
there are, the higher mortality there is ... 
 
Comment From Kathy in NM ♥  
Wow - I always thought that they went from tadpole to an adult in a single season. 
 
Comment From Amanda - Bellevue, NE  
That is an interesting observation. 
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Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Aren't tadpoles fish food? 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Are the eggs food for some critters? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep, they definitely have a lot of predators, including fish. They have natural camouflage to help protect 
them but ... a lot get picked off! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And yes, the eggs are also food. 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
How long does it take for the female to lay that many eggs? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I think that process is relatively quick! 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Is that huge tadpole in a person's hand that you posted the picture of above, a Bullfrog tadpole? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep! 
 
Comment From ▼Dave in Missouri▼  
So there are plenty of them, right? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
There are a lot of bullfrogs out there, yes. At least, for now ... 
 
Comment From Amanda - Bellevue, NE  
What kind of nutrition do the young provide wildlife that eat them? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Mmm, protein! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
From Animal Diversity Web: Eggs are supplied with a nutritious yolk sac to sustain the tadpoles during 
the early stages of life. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
But … not all frogs and toads start out as tadpoles! Some hatch from the egg directly into little froglets 
or toadlets. The advantage there is that they aren’t going through this dangerous time as a tiny tadpole, 
where they are getting picked off by aquatic predators. To each their own! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
Kihansi Spray Toad and toadlet. Photo property of Wildlife Conservation Society. Photo Julie Larsen 
Maher 
  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Toadlet!!! 
 
Comment From ▼Dave in Missouri▼  
Awe! 
 
Comment From ▼Dave in Missouri▼  
Double awe! 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
cute tiny amphibian! 
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Comment From rejoyce  
Too cute!! 
 
Comment From janeinstpetefl  
That is one tiny toadlet. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Tadpoles or froglets/toadlets … the parental care also varies greatly with the Anurans. While some 
species provide no parental care, other species do quite a bit! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
! Some frogs will build nests for their eggs … some frogs/toads stay with their young until they hatch … 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
… and some go above and beyond, like this guy. Gives a whole new meaning to “stay at home dad”! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IAF5N-HwgOc 
 
Comment From ▼Dave in Missouri▼  
Lol! 
 
Comment From David in VA  
WOW!!! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
so cool 
 
Comment From sue in Maine  
amazing! 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I love that toadlet!! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Maggie was being so cutely distracting I had to turn her off!! 
 
Comment From Amanda - Bellevue, NE  
Which animals heavily rely on the distribution of tadpoles? Are there any that rely on this time of year? 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IAF5N-HwgOc
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
That's a good question -- I don't know of any in this neck of the woods that rely heavily on them. 
Animals that would eat them include raccoons, herons, snapping turtles, fish ... and those animals are all 
fairly opportunistic (and eat other things). Tadpoles are fairly low on the food chain. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We could spend hours and hours talking about all the crazy types of frogs and toads out there – there 
are many species with really unique adaptations. So, rather than typing for eight hours, let’s watch a 
short video that highlight some of the coolest/weirdest/crazy Anurans out there. 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9GzuB0iCfI 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Incredible! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
What do you guys think? Any favorites? 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Kermit 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
There are so many that are cool. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Tree frogs are very pretty. 
 
Comment From sue in Maine  
mom swallowing egg and then baby frog comes out.... 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
With that many to pick from it is too hard. They are all God's creatures. 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
You can see why people thought they gave you warts. 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Which one gives you warts? (joking but that's what we were told growing up) 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9GzuB0iCfI
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ha, I'm glad you guys know that is a myth! 
 
Comment From sue in Maine  
so so true Pat @ 1:38 
 
Comment From 33mama  
I love listening to the bull frogs. Lived next to a pond growing up. Nostalgia time! Also loved the tiny tree 
frogs there. 
 
Comment From David in VA  
I LOVE this guy.. :) https://www.youtube.com/wat... 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ha! 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Fire-bellied toads are very unique. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Here’s a video on a cute (but practical) frog/toad that we talked about earlier – the Panamanian golden 
frog. These guys literally “wave off” competitors … and then also wave to potential mates. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yB_wN_5WmOQ 
 
Comment From janeinstpetefl  
Who knew frogs waved! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
That was cute. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Then there’s this guy [brace yourself] 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yB_wN_5WmOQ
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBkWhkAZ9ds 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
OMG!!!!!!!! 
 
Comment From David in VA  
No way!! 
 
Comment From 33mama  
Oh my! A squeaky round frog! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
cute 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
OH, that is really cute. 
 
Comment From janeinstpetefl  
That guy was hilarious! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Sounds like a squeaky dog toy. 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Adorable! 
 
Comment From barb in nj  
Cuteness overload 
 
Comment From 33mama  
Will have to play that for 33kitty! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Want to cuddle that one. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
That is the ever-adorable Desert Rain frog, found in Africa. This little guy is listed as “vulnerable” due to 
habitat loss – human settlement, roads, and open-cast diamond mining all play a role (please buy your 
diamonds responsibly). 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I do like the Golden Frogs. The waving got me. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBkWhkAZ9ds
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Comment From sue in Maine  
who knew? now we know thanks to AA! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Wow! Sometimes we humans and other critters are so much alike! 
 
Comment From Max  
My husband was cleaning around the pond and found a huge hibernating frog in his net. He brought the 
sleeping frog into the house so that I could see it. It was then put back where it was found to wake up on 
its own, :) 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yay! 
 
Comment From janeinstpetefl  
I bet Caleb's kids are giggling nearly out of control now. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Okay, so we’ve talked about some natural history and fun facts … but why should we care? Why should 
we “Save the Frogs”? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Well, quite simply, frogs are an important part of our world. 
 
Comment From 33mama  
Frogs eat bugs. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
They eat insects and bugs 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
They are a part of the food chain. They eat a variety of insects, including mosquitoes and flies. They also 
serve as prey to a wide variety of species. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
They’re also great bioindicators – animals that tell us about the health of an environment. Lots of frogs 
usually means an area is nice and healthy – it has all the important components to support these 
animals. 
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Comment From janeinstpetefl  
But humans are polluting their habitat. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
A lack of frogs in an area where there SHOULD be frogs … well, that usually means something is off. 
Sometimes this can reflect on water quality, or air quality. 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
I was away from the computer and couldn't figure out where the squeeky noise was coming from. 
Figured it out. What a cute frog. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Something is off All OVER!! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Do raptors eat frogs? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I was very alarmed the other day -- I found a toad in Maggie's enclosure! Fortunately I saw it before she 
did ... so he was whisked off to safety! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
No diamonds for me! 
 
Comment From sue in Maine  
need to leave, will read back as of 1:45. thank you AA for the fabulous from/toad class. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I always loved frogs. 
 
Comment From janeinstpetefl  
Fertilizer runoff into the water can't be good at all. Also, tiny plastic bubbles in soap is a huge pollutant. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Why else are frogs important? Well, I’d argue that, like all wild animals, they are just an inherently 
valuable part of the world in which we live. And we should be good neighbors, and be as kind to them as 
possible. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
After all … how many people get excited every spring when they first here this? 
http://www.naturenorth.com/spring/sound/Spring_Peeper.mp3 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Love it!!! 
 
Comment From 33mama  
Meeee! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I love hearing the peepers in the spring time! Hearing peepers for the first time (usually in March) is just 
a nice way to say “welcome, spring!” 
 
Comment From VA Kris  
Frogs are my favorite animal. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Again, so cute. 
 
Comment From David in VA  
I think Buttercup hide when he heard the squeaky frog. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
And we would all agree with you Amanda! 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
I used to have a lot of frogs around my house, but I don't see them any more :( 
 
Comment From David in VA  
There are hundreds of peepers in a swamp near my house. Love em 
 
Comment From barb in nj  
My son received a grow a frog kit back in '88. Its still living in an aquarium on my kitchen counter. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I haven't seen any frogs in quite a while! 

http://www.naturenorth.com/spring/sound/Spring_Peeper.mp3
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Frogs and toads don’t seem to have a ton of champions out there. Dr. Kriger (who started “Save the 
Frogs” Day) wonders if humans just have less of a connection with frogs since they don’t see them as 
often as our charismatic diurnal megafauna [how’s that for a phrase?] 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Dr. Kerry Kriger: “Most people have little interaction with frogs. Frogs tend to be active at night when 
humans are asleep, and they are most active in the rain, when humans go inside. So humans have less of 
a connection with frogs than they do with more visible animals like birds.” 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And, unfortunately, frogs and toads really need our help right now. We are seeing a massive decline in 
frog populations – at an alarming rate. 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Why are they dying out? 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Are any frogs endangered? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ah, let's launch into the sad part of class ... 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Tissues please. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Oh, I hate this part 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
World-wide, nearly one third of all amphibian species are declining and are considered “threatened”. 
We’re seeing frogs of species go extinct before our eyes – about 200 species in the span of two decades. 
And that’s not normal … we have reason to be concerned! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
Photo from Amphibiaweb.org 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And the key for that map from Amphibiaweb.org: The tallies of species are: 1) In red: Number of Extinct, 
Extinct in the wild or Critically Endangered species; 2)In orange, Number of Endangered or Vulnerable 
species; 3) In white, Total number of species for biome. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Some of you may have read this New Yorker article a couple of years ago – part of this is from the 
author’s book, The Sixth Extinction. Are we currently witnessing another mass extinction event? 
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2009/05/25/the-sixth-extinction 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So what’s going on? Well, habitat loss is a major problem, as noted before with the cutest frog video. As 
you might figure, when forests are clear-cut, and entire habitats are destroyed, frogs can’t really pack up 
and move very far. So, they die out in that immediate area. Climate change is another issue for these 
sensitive species. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The other biggie is disease – specifically, chytridiomycosis. This is a skin disease which is caused by a 
chytrid fungus. 
 

http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2009/05/25/the-sixth-extinction
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The fungus, which is often referred to as “Bd” (due to its latin name), affects the outer layer of skin, and 
makes it thicker, and tougher. As we just noted, frogs have permeable skin, and if they can’t “breathe” 
through their skin, many species die quickly. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Many sources call Bd the most devastating infectious disease ever recorded among vertebrates. It’s 
having an enormous impact world-wide. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
map from www.bd-maps.net 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
How sad :( 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
It would be bad enough if Bd just hit a certain area, and affected certain frogs. But, it’s rapidly spreading 
around the world. Any ideas why? 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Pollution? 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
insecticides? 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
poison? 
 
Comment From janeinstpetefl  
Human pollution! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
People traveling all over the world and bringing back critters that are infected. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep, Pat and jane have it! Globalization and rapid world-wide travel has a major impact on the spread of 
diseases. If we can hop across the planet in a matter of hours … well, disease can too. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Bd needs to remain in a moist environment to be spread, so infected soil and water can be one way, but 
it’s pretty commonly spread through infected frogs themselves. Why are frogs jumping on vehicles and 
planes leaving their homes? 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
Because their own homes have been destroyed. 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Kidnapped? 
 
Comment From Kathy in NM ♥  
Illegal pet trade? 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I agree with Kathy 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep. Global food trade and pet trade. Introducing animals to a new area is a GREAT way to spread 
diseases! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And, according to “Save the Frogs”, “nearly two-thirds of the bullfrogs that were being imported into the 
USA for use as food were infected with the chytrid fungus.” Not supporting this trade would go a long 
way to help. 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Is that the species commonly used for frog legs? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Didn't know frogs were imported for food. Guess we can't grow enough frog legs! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
What can be done? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
That is a good question! So, what can we do to help save the frogs? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Not relocating amphibians to a different area, not taking from the wild as pets, not buying wild-caught 
amphibians as pets … 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Stop eating frogs legs. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
No eating frog legs. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep, don't support that industry .. when so many are being imported, and the moving of frogs is exactly 
what got us into all this trouble. 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
You're talking about the human population that eats bullfrogs right? I have seen where they have been 
confiscated from restaurants in Chinatown in NYC. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Right. Humans eating frog legs. 
 
Comment From Kathy in NM ♥  
I remember when they were finding all the frogs with deformed and/or missing limbs. Is that still as big a 
problem? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yes, still an issue, and major area of study. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The other ways we can help frogs comes down to how we are impacting the environment around us. We 
can eliminate the use of pesticides around the home – these can cause health issues in frogs, including 
deformities. 
 
Comment From David in VA  
I know a lot of them are missing legs Kathy 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Be a cautious, frog-friendly driver on warm, wet nights when these guys are more likely to be out 
crossing the road. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
There’s a kid’s book about this – actually about salamanders – but it’s a nice way to get kids thinking 
about their impact on the environment as well. http://www.sarahlamstein.com/night.html 
 
 

http://www.sarahlamstein.com/night.html
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And, I just saw this this morning – very cute! A dad and son toad team: 
http://fox43.com/2015/04/07/father-and-son-save-toads-together-and-bond-in-the-process/ 
 
I can't embed it here since it's not a YouTube video, but you can click through later and check it out. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Being environmentally friendly goes a long way too – for more than just frogs. For those of you who 
attended our book club last year when we read “The Silence of the Songbirds”, you might remember 
“bird friendly” coffee. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Well, supporting environmentally friendly farming does more than just save birds – it maintains healthy 
biodiversity. Preserving rainforest habitat is very important to the numerous frog species that call that 
area of the world their home. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Shade grown! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
You can also help keep amphibians (and other wildlife too!) save by keeping your cats indoors. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Great idea, AA 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Making a comfy backyard habitat (especially if you have a water feature!) can be a great way to provide 
a happy, healthy home for amphibians. http://wildlifecenter.org/backyard 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
If you have a good bit of land, you can even go so far as creating a vernal pool. These wetland areas are 
very important areas for our amphibian friends and can play a great role in providing a healthy breeding 
spot: http://herpcenter.ipfw.edu/outreach/vernalponds/vernalpondguide.pdf 
 
 
 

http://fox43.com/2015/04/07/father-and-son-save-toads-together-and-bond-in-the-process/
http://wildlifecenter.org/backyard
http://herpcenter.ipfw.edu/outreach/vernalponds/vernalpondguide.pdf
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Don’t purchase bottled water – use a re-fillable water bottle! The production of plastic is really rough on 
the environment, and not everyone recycles those bottles either, which makes things worse since they 
end up in our landfills (and rivers) and never decompose. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 
Comment From janeinstpetefl  
Please everyone, recycle plastic. It's easy to do. I drive mine to a dumpster just down the street. Sadly I 
only see other older people there doing it too. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Exactly -- recycle! 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Yes!!! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
I have a cabinet full of reusable water bottles. Different one for every day!! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
absolutely 
 
Comment From 33mama  
I had a toad-looking frog that lived at the edge of a cement bird bath on the ground. He stayed there all 
year! I hoped he would come back after the winter but he was gone. I enjoyed seeing him every day. 
 
Comment From 33mama  
Wow. Does the fungus affect humans? 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Nope -- just amphibians. [which is probably why it's hard to get some people to care ... ] 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And, if you find a frog or toad in need … get it some help! Yes, there are people that rehabilitate our 
Anuran friends. While we don’t see a ton of frog and toad patients, we do get a few every year. You 
might remember: 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
This frog came in last year after a fast-acting rescuer came upon some children trying to hurt the frog. 
Fortunately, the frog was not badly injured, and was able to be released. Two of our staff members 
wrote about the frog’s story in their year-end blog posts! 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
that little frog was so cute 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Kate: http://wildlifecenter.org/blog/2014-year-review-kate-guenther-front-desk-coordinator 
 
Lacy:  http://wildlifecenter.org/blog/2014-year-review-lacy-kegley-development-associate 
 
 

http://wildlifecenter.org/blog/2014-year-review-kate-guenther-front-desk-coordinator
http://wildlifecenter.org/blog/2014-year-review-lacy-kegley-development-associate
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Here’s another frog that was a success story – after recovering from some pretty serious injuries! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
This post details how we have to prepare a frog for surgery – anesthesia is a little bit different when 
your patient can partially breathe through its skin!  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So, rather than relying on gas anesthesia, the vets have to mix together an isoflurane gel solution and 
apply it to the frog’s skin. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
It kind of ends up looking like a frog booger at some point. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
I'd say he is out! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
down for the count. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And, lastly, one of my all-time favorite stories … Mr. Dodo! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
I’m so glad this story is still out there on the web – here’s the full story, but I’ll copy in the first two 
paragraphs: http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/current-patients/american-bullfrog-12-0733 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
“Mr. Dodo was an American toad of no particular distinction. He did not, for example, have madcap 
adventures in motorcars nor count among his friends a mole and a water rat. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
"Nevertheless, simply by going about his ordinary toad life, Mr. Dodo earned the steadfast affection of 
the Virginia family in whose yard he made his home; each spring, his reappearance after a winter’s 
hibernation occasioned general delight and celebration. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
"Respectfully left to his toad habits, he grew contentedly on his steady garden diet of bugs and slugs. All 
was well. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
"Then one year, catastrophe struck. Dad was rototilling, Mr. Dodo was abiding unseen, and in one brief, 
terrible moment, their paths converged. 
 

http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/current-patients/american-bullfrog-12-0733
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Mr. Dodo suffered a grievous wound, a deep laceration to his back. Children weeping, parents 
distraught, the family tenderly bundled up the toad and rushed him to Waynesboro, where Mr. Dodo 
was delivered, with much earnest entreaty for his care, into the hands of the staff of the Wildlife Center 
of Virginia.” 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

 
 
Comment From BarbG  
to the rescue 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
"Fifteen stitches later—quite a sum for a toad the size of an orange—Mr. Dodo was settled in a 
comfortable temporary habitat much to his liking, with a pond for soaking, logs to hide in and his daily 
portion of earthworms and crickets for food. And after several weeks of careful attention and 
monitoring, one fully recovered American toad was picked up by a jubilant family and returned to his 
garden life." 
 
Comment From 33mama  
Aww... 
 
Comment From 33mama  
Great story! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I LOVE that this family cared so much for her (yes, actually, Mr. Dodo was a her). And that they were so 
invested!! 
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Comment From David in VA  
Wonderful success story 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
YAY!!! 
 
Comment From Candice VaBch  
AWWWW so sweet 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Love my toads that sit under my porch light and catch the bugs that love the light! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
I just don't understand why people can't get the circle of life, that each species depends on each other 
to survive and when one is irradicated things start to collapse. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Hear, hear! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
tremendous. Was that Dr. Dave our hero? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yes, that was Dr. Dave doing Mr. Dodo surgery! 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Great story, Amanda. And our Hero is always part of it. 
 
Comment From 33mama  
It makes so much sense to us. Why don't others get it??? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I think Mr. Dodo's story is a good note to end on … thanks so much for attending our “Fantastic Frogs” 
Wildlife Center Classroom Series! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
If you’re interested in learning more, there’s really a ton of reading you can do on frogs and toads. I’d 
recommend looking into your state agency’s information to get to know the toads and frogs in your 
home state. If you’re in Virginia, the Virginia Herpetological Society is a great place to get information.  
http://www.virginiaherpetologicalsociety.com/index.html 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Also, Virginia has declared 2015 the “year of the frog” – Virginia is for frogs! 
http://www.dgif.virginia.gov/wildlife/virginia-is-for-frogs/ 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
There’s some great information there, with links to more resources. Share what you learn!! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And, don’t forget to celebrate “Save the Frogs” day on April 25! 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I land in Virginia on "Save the Frogs" Day!! YAY! 
 
                     ๏  ๏)  

WOW! Absolutely frog-gilistically GREAT session! Kids just LOVED it! Thanks so much! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
wonderful class and thanks 
 
Comment From 33mama  
Thank you, Amanda! That was fun and very educational! 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Thank you so much Amanda. As always love learning about our wildlife. 
 
Comment From Candice VaBch  
Great class as usual. Learned alot. 
 
Comment From Dolo in RI  
Thank AA, great class! 
 
Comment From Pat, NJ  
KUDOS Amanda for yet another wonderful informative session. We love you more and more each day! 
 

http://www.virginiaherpetologicalsociety.com/index.html
http://www.dgif.virginia.gov/wildlife/virginia-is-for-frogs/
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Comment From Kathy in NM ♥  
Great class Amanda - thank you! 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I need to find out if there are any frogs in our area. And which ones are here and where to look. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Thank you Amanda. A most informative class. My hubby said he needs to start tuning in to your 
classed!! There is hope for him! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The more the merrier! 
 
Comment From janeinstpetefl  
Wish every school would show these great classes. Educate the young and save our planet's health. 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
I love all the lessons. This one was fantastic!! 
 


